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A. PURPOSE
Each mobile home move is unique and complicated. This attachment was prepared to assist you with
planning the movement of a mobile home.
B. WHO CAN SHIP A MOBILE HOME
You are eligible to ship a mobile home if:
1. You have received permanent-change-of-station orders and are entitled to a shipment of
Household Goods (HHG).
2. You own your mobile home or have permission from the lien holder prior to movement of your
mobile home.
3. You acquired your mobile home on or before the effective date of orders authorizing the move.
4. Your mobile home will be used at destination as a residence by you and/or your dependents.
5. The body and chassis of your mobile home, including tires and tubes, are roadworthy and will
withstand the rigors of the move.
6. Your mobile home can be moved legally from origin to destination according to limitations
imposed by various state(s) regulations for size and weight.
C. YOUR ENTITLEMENT
Shipment of a mobile home is in-lieu of HHG Shipment. You are entitled to ship a mobile home
between Continental United States (CONUS) permanent duty stations and to/from/between CONUS
and Alaska, and between Alaska duty stations. Subject to excess cost, you may ship to a designated
CONUS location if the home will be used as a residence by your dependents.
NOTE: Experience shows that few mobile homes are moved without exceeding prescribed
allowances.

D. SHOULD YOU MOVE YOUR MOBILE HOME
Only you can answer this question. Some factors when considering moving your mobile home:
1. Consider the condition of the mobile home. It is important that the home be in proper condition
for the move. You are responsible for the cost of any repairs required en route. Axles and tires
should be in roadworthy condition and check to ensure the frame is not rusted.
2. Availability of space on a lot at destination.
3. Whether mobile homes are permitted at your new station.
4. Local/state regulations–some states will not accept oversize, others will not permit use of oil for
fuel, and some have rigid electrical code requirements.
5. Age of your home and distance to be transported–it may not be structurally sound enough to
withstand the rigors of the move.
6. Estimated costs, which may be in excess of your entitlement for which you will have to pay
and/or reimburse the Government.
7. Your costs to prepare your home for transport, such as getting the body and chassis in a movable
condition, including tires, wheel bearings, springs and other mechanical and structural areas.
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E. GOVERNMENT ALLOWABLE COSTS
The government will pay certain costs not to exceed the cost of shipping your maximum HHG weight
allowance between authorized points. The Government will normally pay:
1. Mobile home carrier’s transportation charges, including movement via circuitous route, when
required.
2. Bridge, road and tunnel tolls, ferry fares, state or local transit permits and over dimension
charges/permits.
3. Labor costs for removal and installation of skirting, blocking, unanchoring and anchoring.
4. Packing and unpacking of HHG in the mobile home.
5. Repairing tires, disconnecting and connecting utilities.
6. Disassembling and reassembling expando or fold-out rooms.
7. Renting extra axles with wheels and tires attached, when required.
8. The government may pay some labor costs; however, the overall cost of the move will be reduced
if you can safely perform some of these services or arrange their completion.
F. COSTS THE GOVERNMENT WILL NOT PAY
Even if the total cost for the move of your mobile home does not exceed your prescribed allowances,
the government will not pay for:
1. Mobile home replacement parts.
2. Permits and deposits for turning utilities on and off.
3. Placement of utility poles and installation of pipes and wires.
NOTE: Many counties and states allow only licensed utility personnel to turn on/off utilities.

4. Building/site permits or engineering studies to place mobile home on lot.
5. Brake repairs.
6. Original axle purchases.
NOTE: The government will pay for rental of additional axles with tires if they are needed to meet
state and local laws or to provide additional structural support for safety reasons.

7. Tires.
8. Repairs and maintenance performed en route (except for labor costs to repair tires and tubes).
G. WHAT YOU CANNOT SHIP IN YOUR MOBILE HOME
It is important to remember that your mobile home was designed for movement with factory-installed
furniture/equipment only. The transport of HHG within a mobile home, even those properly
prepared and packed, is not recommended. The more weight added to the “basic” weight, the greater
the chances for structural damage. The following items cannot be shipped in your mobile home:
1. Hazardous materials, gas bottles, oil barrels and similar materials.
2. Motorcycles, concrete blocks, freezers, pianos and/or similar heavy items.
3. Waterbeds not originally part of the Trailer. If waterbed is originally installed in trailer, ensure it
is completely drained before the move.
4. Assembled or disassembled garden sheds, porches, swings, cabanas, skirting, fencing and steps.
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5. Outside central air conditioning and/or heat pump units not part of the trailer’s manufactured
equipment.
H. VALUABLES
If your mobile home is to be towed by a commercial transporter, do not include valuables, such as
important documents, currency, money, jewelry, or any other articles of extraordinary or inherent
value.
I. CLAIMS AND LIABILITY
Regardless of how you elect to move your mobile home, you are covered by the Military Personnel
and Civilian Employees Claims Act for loss and damage during transit. Under Option 1 below, you
must be able to show that you did not commit an act of omission or negligence that contributed to the
loss and damage.
J. OPTIONS FOR MOVING YOUR MOBILE HOME
You have three options when moving your mobile home.
1. Option 1. Tow it yourself and file for reimbursement for the cost of over-the-road movement.
You must ensure that your mobile home is roadworthy and complies with all state codes through
which it will be transported. You are also responsible for obtaining permits and licenses.
Regulatory requirements on transporting a mobile home vary from state to state, and some states
are very stringent. Be sure to contact the officials in the state(s) your mobile home will be
moving through prior to determining if this option is best for you.” Keep receipts of expenses
(e.g., fuel, oil, tolls, parking, permits, escort services) to support your claim for reimbursement.
2. Option 2. Government arranges movement of your mobile home. You are still responsible to
ensure that the mobile home is roadworthy; complies with state codes; has the required primary
axles, tires and brakes; and is mechanically sound.
Mobile Home carrier’s responsibilities when Government arranged:
(a) Comply with state and local laws, and obtain required permits for the movement from origin
to destination.
(b) Provide Personnel Property Shipping Office (PPSO) ordered accessorial services at origin
and destination.
(c) Provide safe movement of the mobile home from origin to destination.
(d) Complete DD Form 1800, Mobile Home Inspection Record, jointly with you.
(e) Complete DD Form 1412, Inventory of Articles Shipped in House Trailer, jointly with you.
(f)

Arrange for authorized repairs.
NOTE: The TSP is authorized to incur expenses up to $150 without prior approval while en
route to destination—this does not include expenses for tire repair or replacement.

(g) Place the mobile home in an approved storage facility, if necessary.
(h) Deliver and set-up the mobile home at destination (does not include purchase or delivery of
concrete blocks for reblocking home).
3. Option 3. You are authorized to make your own arrangements for movement of your mobile
home. This will allow you to control the cost of moving and keep your excess cost to a
minimum. Reimbursement is limited to a cost not to exceed what it would have cost the
Government to transport your maximum weight allowance of HHG from your old duty station to
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your new duty station. You may receive payment in advance or upon completion of the move as
determined by your military Service.
K. PREMOVE REQUIREMENTS
A good move depends largely on how much you get involved and how well you are prepared when
the movers arrive. By performing some of the preparation yourself, you can reduce the cost of your
move and possibly avoid excess cost. Consider packing the home yourself, taping windows and
mirrors, and especially removing obstructions (e.g., fences, tree limbs). A carrier may refuse to
accept, for transportation, any mobile home with an apparent defect making transportation unsafe or
impracticable. Attempted pickup charges for which you are responsible, may apply if the shipment is
cancelled less than 48 hours prior to the scheduled pickup date. If repairs are required and the mobile
home will not be ready to move on the scheduled date, notify the PPSO or Personal Property
Processing Office (PPPO) immediately to establish a new pickup date. Regardless of who tows your
mobile home, you or a commercial transporter, the following must be done:
1. Inspect springs for adequate distance from floor of your mobile home to the top of tires. A
clearance of not less than three inches above the tires is required.
2. Exercise caution when blocking and unblocking.
3. Inspect all brake and clearance lights and hitch components for proper operating condition. The
hitch must be properly installed by the pick-up date.
4. Repack wheel bearings within 90 days of pick-up date.
5. Inspect the brake linings and operating mechanism, and tighten wheel lug nuts.
6. Ensure under frame and wall supports are not damaged. When in doubt, seek professional
assistance.
7. Make sure all visible frame-to-body attachments/connections are in place.
8. Ensure exterior paneling and molding is secure.
9. Check tires for deterioration, dry rot, proper inflation, correct size and the load capacity for the
size of your mobile home.
10. Check axles for roadworthiness.
L. PREMOVE INVENTORY
In conjunction with the carrier, you are responsible for:
1. Preparing an original and two copies of DD Form 1412, Inventory of Articles Shipped in House

Trailer.
NOTE: An inventory is required to substantiate any claim for loss or damage to the interior
contents of your home.

2. Recommend you prepare an inventory even if you tow your mobile home.
3. Snapshots or pictures are also very helpful in supporting a personal property claim.
4. Annotate serial numbers of your tires.
5. Identify articles left in closets, drawers and cupboards by location and general description.
One copy of the inventory goes to the PPSO and one copy is provided to you. The carrier retains the
original for you or your agent to verify the quantity and condition of your mobile home and HHG at
destination.
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M. TEMPORARY STORAGE
The government can arrange temporary storage for your mobile home, when necessary. Some states
do not have approved storage facilities, so your mobile home may have to be stored at origin, en route
or at destination. Temporary storage is normally authorized Not To Exceed (NTE) 90 days. If an
emergency or hardship arises, you may request an extension of the storage period (in writing) through
your local PPSO.
N. OTHER INFORMATION
1. Forms/receipts. Thoroughly review all documents presented for signature and retain a copy.
Particularly important is verification of labor and service receipts. Be sure to (X) or line through
spaces or blocks not used. A valid receipt consists of the name of the establishment,
address/location, date(s) repair or replacement was performed, cost of labor and/or material listed
separately, signature(s) of parties actually accomplishing the repair or replacement, and your
signature as the party receiving the services.
2. Make sure your new lot is prepared before delivery. The mobile home mover is not responsible
for preparing the lot to receive the mobile home. If the lot requires installation or electrical
service (e.g., trenching, power poles, meters), these costs are your responsibilities. Also, if
additional work or time is required to accomplish items such as trimming of trees or removal of
fences to allow the mobile home to pass, these costs will be your responsibility. If the mover is
slowed down by unjustified delays in preparation of the site, they will charge waiting time, which
is expensive. Ensure all site preparation is completed in advance of the arrival of your mobile
home.
3. Estimates are not exact. Estimates of total costs obtained prior to shipment of your mobile home
are not binding, and the actual cost is usually higher. It is impossible to accurately estimate many
of the potential costs involved (e.g., repairs, utilities, set-up).
4. Consider following your mobile home. Follow your mobile home from origin to destination, and
then you will know firsthand what actually occurred. If you decide to do this, please be very
flexible. There is no requirement for the mover to make this easy for you. You will have to be
ready to move on their schedule.
5. Listen carefully and ask questions. Listen carefully to your personal property counselor. Ask any
questions that you may have, no matter how insignificant they may seem. Correcting deficiencies
or problems after the fact is almost impossible.
6. What do I do if I am billed for excess costs? There is an appeal process open to you. If you
receive a bill from your finance organization, normally a DD Form 139, Pay Adjustment
Authorization, consult with your local PPSO before you agree to pay the debt.
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